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Abstract
Starting more than a decade ago, there is an on-going shift towards customer-centric marketing, but the wine market
has shown a slower turn into this direction. In order to confer to the costumer a superior overall purchasing
experience and to increase the performance of the wine shop, an important issue should be finding the right tools for
evaluating the purchase and consumption behaviour of these wine consumers. The aim of this study is to assess the
indicators used by Wine Shops to evaluate the performance of their physical (bricks-and-mortar) retail shops, the
consumers' satisfaction and the factors influencing the purchase decision. The data was collected during 2012 in a
bricks-and-mortar wine shop using the method of observation and the conversion rate was analysed along with the
involved factors. The results show that, when purchasing wine, a multitude of extrinsic factors have a significant impact
on the buying decision and hence on conversion rate. Touching the products, tasting wine in the shop and the amount of
time spent discussing with staff have shown a positive impact on the conversion rate. The loyal clients versus new
prospective clients and the existence of interaction with staff versus no contact have shown significant differences in
conversion rate. As the costs of increasing the traffic into the wine shops is high, a better use of the existing sales
opportunity, measured through conversion rate, should be an essential part in analysing the performance of the wine
shop.
Key words: conversion rate, purchasing behaviour, wine preferences

INTRODUCTION
Wine commercialization is a business which
requires skilled staff and understanding of the
particularities of wine consumers. Several
surveys were conducted to better understand
the preferences of the wine consumers (Gomez
et al., 2004; Atkin and Sutanonpaiboon, 2007;
Becker, 2013), including in Romania (Antoce
and Paduraru 2012; Antoce et al., 2006,
Antoce, 2003; Antoce et al., 2002).
A few studies pursued the purchasing
behaviour of these consumers (Lockshin, 2003;
Johnson and Bastian, 2007; Mueller et al.,
2008; Chivu 2012) and revealed that consumers
tend to be loyal to price categories, that wine
expertise level found to be a factor which
defines the model of purchasing behaviour and
that the contextual factors inside the wine shop
have influence on the purchase decision.

Furthermore there isn’t a strong correlation
between attitudes and behaviour or as Lockshin
(2003) describe it “consumers will often say
they do one thing and then actually do
something else in the marketplace”.
Therefore this study is based on the method of
observation, monitoring the behaviour of the
costumers in a retail wine shop, measuring the
conversion rate and assessing the marketing
performance of the shop based on this
indicator.
Retail wine shops, such as the one in which this
study was conducted, are facing great
competition from the hypermarkets and internet
wine shops, needing a special type of
communication with their customers (Chis,
2009; Gómez and Morse, 2010). To stay in
business, the selection of an effective strategy
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is a must, so that, evaluation of the shop
performance should be pursued regularly.
Retail shops use various key performance
indicators (KPIs) to measure their activities
(Bharath, 2013; Chivu and Antoce, 2014).
There is no particular performance indicator
which a retail shop should better use, but it is
important to select an appropriate one in order
to achieve their strategic goals. Upon an
extensive literature research, the conversion
rate was selected as the appropriate indicator of
performance for wine shops (Chivu and
Antoce, 2014) and it is used for several
segments of the costumer population.
The data was collected using the method of
observation. The average conversion rate was
calculated and then compared with the
conversion rates obtained in the presence and
in the absence of different factors.
The paper aims to be the first to measure and
analyse the conversion rate in a bricks-andmortar wine shop in Romania, indicator
considered to be a useful tool in assessing the
performance of the shop and a measure of
customer satisfaction for loyal clients.

A single observer was used, the dimension of
the shop allowing observance of the customers
at any moment. The observer posed as trainee
employee in order to avoid changes in the
behaviour of the subjects as a result of being
aware that they were observed, also referred as
Hawthorne Effect (Olson et al., 2004).
The observation sheet was structured to record
the interaction of the customers with the
products (seeing, touching, tasting), the
interaction with staff (if occurred, the amount
of time spent discussing), demographic
characteristics of the customer and group type.
Measured Variables regarding demographics:
The customers were identified as male or
female and classified into the following
customer age categories: 18 to 28, 29 to 39, 40
to 50, 51 to 64, 65 and over. The classification
of the customers into the age categories was
made with approximation, based on the
physical aspect, social context and conversation
(when in group).
Customer group type was noted by classifying
them as being either single, with a friend, a
group of friends (of 3+ persons), male-female
couple and family with children. For the
categories with a friend and group of friends,
the male-female couples were not included, as
they were noted separately, due to the fact that
the purpose of the classification was to
investigate the influence of the group on the
purchasing decision, hence on the conversion
rate. For group of consumers, couple or family,
only the age of the member which appeared to
be with the most influence in the purchase
decision was recorded. The same principle was
used regarding the individual's characteristic
recorded at gender.
Demographic characteristics of the sample are
presented in (Table 1).
Each customer was observed during the whole
time of presence in the shop and information
was gathered in regards to: time spent in the
shop, the percentage of time spent speaking
with the staff, if they touched and held
products, if they tasted wines, if they noticed
the wines in promotion and if they purchased at
the end. In addition, the sales values were
obtained from the shop registry.
The amount of time each subject spent in the
shop was calculated as difference between the

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The study was conducted in a small wine shop
in Bucharest and the data were collected via
direct observation, using an observation sheet.
The wine shop is situated in a premium real
estate area in the neighbourhood of Floreasca
Market, Bucharest with wines and spirits
within the range of 5 to 200€.
Between the 21th of May and the 2nd of June
2012 a panel of 396 customers over 18 years
old with interest in high quality wine, clients
and potential customers (prospects) of the wine
shop have been observed regarding their
purchase behaviour.
All the customers who entered the wine shop
during that period were included, but from the
total gross traffic (403), the net traffic was
extracted by excluding suppliers, family and
friends of the staff. The sample population
should accurately reflect the sub-group of
persons with interest in wine, which visits wine
shops, being potential customers and
considered relevant for analysing the
conversion rate in a wine shop and the factors
involved.
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The factor interaction with staff (Table 2) is
referring to the occurrence of any dialogue
customers and staff, except greetings and
formulas conventionally used in a purchasing
contexts (e.g. I would like to buy this, I want to
pay for this). Any polite conversations like
small talk, amusing remarks, dialogue about the
weather or other unimportant matters, where to
be considered as presence of interaction and
marked yes.

exact time at which the customers exited the
wine shop and the time they have entered.
The final values obtained for the time spent in
the wine shop for some of the customers were
considered to be higher than normal, after
observing that a few of them were spending
one or more hours discussing with staff about
wine and life in general. This was due to the
fact that a number of the loyal clients
developed a social relation with the staff and
some of their visits and the time spent inside
the wine shop were not specific to the
purchasing context. As later to be discovered in
our study, this type of clients proved to have a
positive impact on conversion rate, but this
situation was considered to generate bias
regarding the average visit time of the
customers, hence this was not analysed further
as a factor.

Table 2. Factors with levels and coding

Gender

Age

Customer
group type

male

Complete
sample
(%)
71%

female

29%

18-28

7%

29-39

48%

40-50

36%

51-64

8%

Range

over 65

1%

single

86%

with a friend

4%

group of friends
(3+ persons)

2%

male-female couple

5%

family with children

3%

Level
0

Level
1

Interaction with staff

No (0)

Yes (1)

Time spent discussing
with staff*
Wine tasting

<25%

<50%

No (0)

Yes (1)

Touching factor

No (0)

Yes (1)

Level
2

Level
3

<75%

<100%

*in relation with the total amount of time spent inside the wine shop
(percentage),to be read: < 25% = 0.01-24.99%; <50% = 25-49.99%;<
75% = 50-74.99% ; <100% = 75-99.99%.

Table 1. Demographic characteristics of the sample
(n = 396)
Characteristic

Factors

The ‘touching factor’ (Table 2) refers to the
occurrence of direct contact of the prospective
customers with the products, the layout of the
shop allowing the majority of the products to
be in the reach of customers. The touching
factor was recorded yes when an item have
been pulled from the shelf and held in hands by
the customer.
Another factor recorded was identifying the
customers as loyal clients (repetitive factor
marked “yes”) or new prospective customers
(repetitive factor marked “no”). This
classification was made interviewing the
personal of the wine shop in regards to
recollecting each customer as repetitive or not
remembering at all seeing the particular
customer. Answers under uncertainty were
registered as unknown information. This can be
regarded as biased samples, but the findings in
this classification are considered useful for
identification of general trends only.
The collected observations were introduced
into an Excel database and the conversion rate
was analysed along with the factors.
The average conversion rate was calculated as
the total number of the customers that have
bought, divided by the total number of
customers that have entered the wine shop.
This average was then compared with the
conversion rate calculated for each level of the
recorded factors.

The percentage of the time spent for
conversation between customers and personnel,
from the total time of the visit, was recorded
and analysed as a factor able to influence the
purchasing decision and the conversion rate.
This factor was approximated and recorded into
four level groups, as presented in (Table 2).
The values of 0 and 100% were not included,
as zero means no conversation and the absolute
value of 100% is difficult to define for this
factor.
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on, the averrages repressent generall
autthors mentio
guiidelines, as insufficient
nt data was recorded
r
too
hav
ve a clear image for ddifferent rettail specificc
and
d for differeent formats.
Thee results off the presennt study cou
uld seem too
ind
dicate higherr conversionn rate comp
pared with
oth
her figures available,
a
buut there aren
n’t relevantt
datta to comp
pare with iin the win
ne industry..
Theere couldn’t be founnd data reg
garding thee
con
nsumer beh
havior in the wine shops inn
Romania whicch measure this indicattor or aboutt
aveerage conveersion rate in bricks--and-mortarr
(ph
hysical) win
ne shops in ggeneral.
An
nd as winee tend to be a morre complexx
pro
oduct from the
t purchasse decision perspectivee
(Lo
ockshin 200
03) and impply higher in
nvolvementt
thaan other products, most pro
obably thee
con
nversion raate in winne shops will
w
reveall
diff
fferent rang
ges than for other types off
pro
oducts. Fu
urthermore, in this case, thee
dim
mension of the wine sshop, the lo
ocation andd
thee staff facilittated a moree personal relationship
r
p
of the customers with thee shop, which becamee
mo
ore than a shopping destination
n, being a
soccial hub. This situaation could
d generatee
diff
fferent results comparedd to a largeer and moree
imp
personal rettail wine shoop.
Thee principall utility off the conversion ratee
ind
dicator is acctually the oopportunity
y to analysee
thee evolution
n of the wine shop
p in time,,
und
derstanding the factorss involved, the trendss
and
d identificaation of cchanges, in
n order too
dev
velop new strategiess for increasing thee
perrformance of
o the busineess.
Inv
vestigating the factoors influeencing thee
con
nversion raate, a direcct correlation can bee
ideentified betw
ween the traaffic and thee number off
tran
nsactions, up
u to a peakk of the traaffic, abovee
wh
hich, the number
n
of transaction
ns and thee
con
nversion raate, tend too stagnate (Figure 2)..
Correlating Fiigure 1 andd Figure 2, it could bee
obsserved that the traffic has positiv
ve influencee
to the converrsion rate uup to a po
oint, abovee
wh
hich the conversion rate decreeases. Thiss
ind
dicates the insufficient number of personal att
thee peak of th
he traffic, w
which, alon
ng with thee
lim
mitations of the space, generates customers’
dissatisfaction
n and makees them leaave withoutt
purrchasing.

RESULTS
S AND DIS
SCUSSION
NS
The evaluaation of the collected data
d indicateed a
84.60% coonversion rate
r
for thee entire perriod
analysed (Figure 1). This showss that from the
total custtomers thhat entered
d the shhop,
approximaate 85% have
h
purch
hased (becaame
paying cusstomers).

Legend: C
Conversion raate marked witth blue
Figure 1. Daaily variation of
o the converssion rate (%) oover
the periood of 2 weeks

Compared with thee averages provided as
general guuidelines byy Mark Rysski (2011), the
conversionn rate for this wine sho
op is positiooned
above the interval forr the catego
ory, Speciallity/
Gift Retaail having a rangee of 20-550%
conversionn rate, and even
e
above the
t level off the
indicator ffor General Mass Mercchandise, reetail
format witth conversioon rate in th
he range of 4080%. In rregards to the figurees released by
Atlanta Reetail Consuulting (2007
7) and Delooitte
(Conroy and Bearsse, 2006), the averrage
conversionn rate of thhe wine sho
op analysedd is
situated in the higher range, typiccal for Groccery
shops andd Pharmaciies, which is a posiitive
indicator, as usually retail offeering necesssity
goods register the highhest converrsion rate.
In conclusion, when compared
c
to the availaable
ranges forr conversionn rate for different reetail
formats, thhe wine shop is high performingg in
regards to converting the prospecctive custom
mers
into payingg customerss and is using a very hhigh
part of thee sales opportunity (co
onsidering that
every custtomer who enters the shop is a ssale
opportunityy).
However, these averaages per in
ndustry are not
absolute vvalues; theey represent guidelinnes,
based on the figurees recorded
d in USA by
different rretail consuultants, and,, as the abbove
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Figure 2. T
Traffic (the tootal numbers of
o customers w
who entered th
he wine shop) and
trransactions (oor paying custo
omers) per day
ys

number of

hich meanss that furtther impro
ovement iss
wh
neeeded in this area.
Ho
owever, the results show
w a converssion rate forr
thee loyal (repeetitive) cliennts of 99.17
7%, situatedd
far above the average off the wine shop, withh
less than 1% loss in sal
ale opportun
nity amongg
thiss category of
o customerrs (Figure 3)).

Analysing (Figure 1) and (Figure 2), one can
understandd that the most of th
he decreasee in
conversionn rate is gennerated by higher
h
valuees of
traffic andd the higheest sale op
pportunity lloss
consequenttly occurs on
o Saturday
ys. This sim
mple
analyse w
would allow the management to
identify thhe cause for
f the loss of sale and
prevent itt by suppplementing the staff on
Saturdays.
l
was fu
urther analyysed
The conveersion rate level
for the seggment of looyal (repetitive) clientss of
the shop annd compareed with the conversion
c
rate
for the seggment of neew customeers, as show
w in
(Figure 3).. The conveersion rate in
n this case w
was
calculated as the sum
m of the rep
petitive clieents
who purchhased dividded by all the custom
mers
who entered the shop and weree identifiedd as
repetitive cclients.
The evaluaation showeed a converssion rate witthin
the new prrospective customers
c
(ffirst time inn the
shop) of 667.42%, whhich is situaated above the
averages of the category (b
based on the
guidelines of Mark Ryski,
R
2011), which coould
be a positive indicatoor of the performance
p
e of
the shop inn relation with
w the new
w customerrs if
compared to empiricaal figures of the categoory,
but situateed below the
t averagee of the shhop,

Figure 3. Comparative conversion raates for
repettitive clients, nnew customerrs
and thee average shopp conversion rate
r
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The large segment off loyal (repeetitive) clieents,
version rate for
61%, and the high levvel of conv
this segmeent, above 99%,
9
confers a solid bbase
for the buusiness and offers indiication of hhigh
level of customer satissfaction.
By furtherr investigatting the cu
ustomer grroup
type (categgories show
wn in Figurre 4), a higgher
than averaage conversion rate can
n be identiffied
in the caategory off family with
w
childr
dren.
Determined in their decision
d
to purchase, and
limited in time (andd attention), this typee of
prospectivee customerrs tend to display higgher
predictabillity in regarrds to purch
hasing. In sppite
of represennting a smaall segment, only 3% fr
from
total custoomers, thiss segment can be beetter
served by pprompt servvice and pro
oviding a m
more
comfortablle (and saffer) environ
nment for the
whole fam
mily during the visit. One direct ion,
consideredd to be instrrumental in
n this matterr, is
making aavailable online
o
ordeering, as the
alternative of homee delivery could prrove
urthermore,, as
helpful forr these cusstomers. Fu
online shoopping coulld decreasee a part of the
traffic by allowing some
s
custo
omers to orrder
mfort
from homee, small impprovements in the com
of the prosspective cusstomers insside the briccksand-mortarr wine shopp will be acccomplish.

in (Figure 5), from the total num
mber of thee
ho entered the shop but
b did nott
cusstomers wh
hav
ve interaction with thhe staff, on
nly 51.61%
%
hav
ve purchaseed, compareed with 87
7.40% from
m
thee ones who discussed
d
w
with the perssonal.

Figure 5. The impact of innteraction with
h staff on
conversioon rate

As evidenced in the Taable 3, the amount off
tim
me spent discussing
d
w
with the staff
s
has a
smaller impactt on the connversion rate.
A more
m
distin
nctive low iis noticed in
n the lowerr
category, only
y 78.79 % from the customerss
wh
ho spent less than 25%
% talking wiith the stafff
hav
ve purchased.
Taable 3. The im
mpact of time sspent discussin
ng with staff
on converssion rate

Figure 4. Conversion raate comparativ
ve for differennt
customeer group type

Time spent discussing withh staff
(from total tim
me inside the win
ine shop)
Between 75%
% and less thann 100%

Conversion
rate

Between 50% and less thann 75%

88.46%

Between 25% and less thann 50%

87.18%

Less than 25%

78.79%

88.38%

Thee results su
upport the iimportant role of stafff
in helping customers deecide, especcially whenn
theey are confronted witith large selection off
meerchandise, as previouus findings of Conroyy
and
d Bearse (2006) sugggest, the difficulty
d
inn
cho
oosing being a factor tthat frequen
nt generatess
loss of sale. Furthermore
F
e a significant smallerr
am
mount of tiime spent discussing
g with thee
perrsonal coulld mean tthat the problem
p
off
decciding wasn’t sufficcient or conclusivee

On the oother side,, smaller than averrage
conversionn rates can be observed for the otther
type of groups off customeers, the oones
accompaniied by a friend, the oones
accompaniied by a male/female parttner
(couple), w
with the highest low identified for
customers accompanieed by group
p of friends..
The resultss also show
w that the presence
p
or the
absence off the factorr of interaction with sstaff
has a high impact on the converssion. As shoown
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addressed, hence gennerating a negative imppact
on converssion rate.
The possibbility of tasting the pro
oduct has bbeen
identified aas a factor with a posiitive impactt on
the converrsion rate. As shown in (Figure 6),
from the ttotal numbeer of custom
mers that hhave
tasted winne in the shhop, more the 93% hhave
purchased,, above thee average conversion
c
rrate
of the winee shop.
The resullts show that the possibility to
experiencee (the charaacteristics of) the produucts
The
will increaase the willlingness to purchase. T
purchasingg in this caase was nott made alw
ways
from the prroduct tasteed.

theey needed (reason for looking up
p closely too
thee product) but as finndings abou
ut differentt
oth
her products showed (Conroy and
a
Bearse,,
200
06; Lindstro
om and Kootler, 2011; Underhill,,
200
08), the dirrect contactt with the product
p
(byy
tou
uch) and meerchandise ttrial make a differencee
in regards
r
to conversion.

Figure 7. The impact of toucching the prod
ducts on
conversion rate

Thee traffic and
d conversioon rate anallyse displayy
imp
portant in
nsights abbout the marketingg
perrformance of
o the wine sshop:
1. The
T conversion rate off the wine shop,
s
abovee
thee category
y average,, indicatess a highh
perrformance in connverting prospective
p
e
cusstomers intto paying ccustomers, with onlyy
1.5
5% of the saale opportunnity lost;
2. The
T wine shop has a ssignificant segment off
loy
yal clients, with a high
gh level of conversionn
ratee, over 99%
%, which ooffers indicaation aboutt
hig
gh level off customerr satisfactio
on for thiss
category of cu
ustomers annd confers a solid basee
for the businesss;
3. Regarding the categorry of new prospective
p
e
cusstomers (firrst time in the shop) the figuress
sho
ows low performancee, compared
d with thee
aveerage of thee shop, withh sale opportunity losss
of approximaate 33%, which ind
dicate thatt
further impro
ovements too enhance first timee
cusstomer expeerience in neeeded;
4. Further
F
anaalyse showss that the wine
w
shop iss
losing custom
mers, due too insufficieent staffingg
durring the peak
p
trafficc, becausee the stafff
sch
hedule is not
n adaptedd to total number off
cusstomers entering the shhop (trafficc); the mostt
crittical day being Saturdday, with more
m
trafficc
thaat the staff can servicee and in co
onsequencee
witth a level off 22% of thee prospects lost;

Figuure 6. The imppact of tasting products
on connversion rate

Furthermorre, our fiindings shows that the
possibility of experieencing only
y the extrinnsic
n the sensee of
characterisstic of the product in
touching aand holdingg the bottle in hands aalso
resulted in higherr rates of
o purchaases.
From the ttotal numbeer of custom
mers that hhave
touched onne or moree bottled off wines in the
shop, 1000% have purchased
d (Figure 7).
In compaarison, from
m the totaal number of
customers that have not
n touched the produccts a
conversionn rate of only
o
76% was
w registerred.
The findiings abovve are co
onsistent w
with
Lindstrom and Kotlerr's (2011) theory
t
that the
simple touuch of the product
p
it brrings a senssory
input that adds a neew dimension, emotionn –
creates ann emotionaal connecttion with the
product – tthat influences the custtomer decis ion.
One can argue that the customer has bbeen
already deecided whenn picking up
u the prodduct,
that they allready intennded to buy and it was jjust
a matter oof finding the detaileed informattion
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of the factor being associated with a higher
than average level of the indicator. Also the
loyal clients showed significant higher
conversion rate then new prospective
customers (first time in the shop).
The major utility of this indicator is to help
managers analyse the evolution of the wine
shop in time and, based on previous patterns
and identification of changes, to forecast the
future performance of the business and develop
new strategies of enhancing customer
experience and stimulate growth.
The limitation of the study consists in the
inability to generalize the average of the
conversion rate within the industry, taking into
consideration that the dimension of the wine
shop and the location allowed a more personal
contact of the staff with the customers. This
study needs to be replicated within different
wine markets and in wine shop of different
dimensions and formats, in order to have a
relevant average for the industry.

By using the observation method, unobtrusive
insights about customers’ actions were
obtained and have been avoided discrepancies
generated by inaccurate recollection or
dissonances in the subjects’ perceptions of their
own actions. While it is expected that the
results of this study to have universal
application for wine shops, some limitations in
our study could relate to the subjectivity of the
observer, aspect tried to overcome by using
structured observation and other to variations
that could occur in different wine retail formats
and dimensions.
Considering the multitude of factors and the
complex quest to determine the contribution of
each on the conversion rate, further quantitative
studies might reveal a better understanding of
the impact of each of the factors identified in
the present paper.
CONCLUSIONS
In a market with high competition it is essential
to be able to understand the area of the lost
customers – both as dimension and factors
involved – and to develop actions to better
serve them (next time), in order to capitalize on
the existing sale opportunity which consists of
the customers already in the shop.
One of the major errors that managers make is
planning the staff allocation based on the sales
figures, not on the actual needs of the store,
which are represented by the total prospective
customers inside the shop (net traffic).
Therefore traffic and conversion rate analyse
allows managers to take better informed
decisions regarding optimising the staff level
accordingly, in order to succeed in increasing
the number of prospective customers converted
into paying customers.
The conversion rate offers the opportunity to a
better understanding of the factors influencing
the purchasing and allows measuring the
impact of the actions taken for delivering a
better customer experience. The results
revealed that personal assistance adds value on
the customer experience, both, the occurring of
interaction with staff and the higher degree of
the time spent discussing with staff, having a
positive impact on the conversion rate.
Tasting the product and the possibility of
touching the product proved to have a positive
influence on the conversion rate, the presence
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